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Meta-Combiner

Meta-Combiner
A meta-combiner is a form of 7ensemble learn-ing
technique used with 7missing attribute val-ues. Its
commontopologyinvolvesbaselearnersandclassi�ers
atthe�rstlevel,andmeta-learnerandmeta-classi�erat
the second level. � e meta-classi�er com-bines the
decisionsofallthebaseclassi�ers.

Metaheuristic
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A metaheuristic is a set of concepts that can be used to
de�ne heuristic methods that can be applied to a wide
set of di�erent problems. In other words, a metaheuristic can be seen as a general algorithmic framework that
can be applied to di�erent optimization problems with
relatively few modi�cations. Examples of metaheuristics include simulated annealing, tabu search, iterated
local search, evolutionary algorithms, and ant colony
optimization.

taskispresentedagain.Metalearningdi�ersfrombaselearninginthescopeofthelevelofadaptation;whereas
learning at the base-level is focused on accumulating
experienceonaspeci�ctask(e.g.,creditrating,medical
diagnosis, mine-rock discrimination, fraud detection,
etc.), learning at the metalevel is concerned with accumulating experience on the performance of multiple
applicationsofalearningsystem.
Brie�ystated,the�eldofmetalearningisfocusedon
the relation between tasks or domains, and learn-ing
algorithms. Rather than starting afresh on each new
task, metalearning facilitates evaluation and comparison of learning algorithms on many di�erent previous
tasks, establishes bene�ts and disadvantages, and then
recommendsthelearningalgorithm,orcombinationof
algorithmsthatmaximizessomeutilityfunctiononthe
new task. � is problem can be seen as an algorithm
selectiontask(Rice,����).
�e utility or usefulness of a given learning algorithmiso�endeterminedthroughamappingbetween
characterization of the task and the algorithm’s
estimated performance (Brazdil & Henery, ����). In
general,met-alearningcanrecommendmorethanone
algorithm. Typically, the number of recommended
algorithms is signi�cantly smaller than the number of
all possible (available) algorithms (Brazdil, GiraudCarrier,Soares,&Vilalta,����).
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Synonyms
Adaptive learning; Dynamic selection of bias; Learning to learn; Ranking learning methods; self-adaptive
systems

Definition
Metalearningallowsmachinelearningsystemstobene�tfromtheirrepetitiveapplication.Ifalearningsystemfailstoperforme�ciently,onewouldexpectthe
learningmechanismitselftoadaptincasethesame

MotivationandBackground
�e application of machine learning systems to
7classi�cation and 7regression tasks has become a
standard, not only in research but also in commerce
andindustry(e.g.,�nance,medicine,andengineering).
However, most successful applications are customdesigned,theresultofskillfuluseofhumanexper-tise.
�isisdue,inpart,tothelarge,everincreasingnumber
of available machine learning systems, their relative
complexity, and the lack of systematic meth-ods for
discriminating among them. � e problem is further
compounded by the fact that, in 7Knowledge
DiscoveryfromDatabases,eachoperationalphase(e.g.,
preprocessing,modelgeneration)mayinvolveachoice
among various possible alternatives (e.g., progressive
vs. random sampling, neural network vs. decision tree
learning), as observed by Bernstein, Provost, and Hill
(����).

